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1 Introduction
Eye-tracking is an important step in the evaluation of computational visual attention
models for comparison to human visual perception. There exist two types of visual
attention: bottom-up and top-down attention. Bottom-up attention is driven by ob-
ject properties, while top-down attention takes place when there is a specific search
task at hand. There exist several datasets for bottom-up attention, less experiments
were made to collect eye-tracking for specific search tasks, such as driving a car by
Borji et al. [1]. In this work we are interested in collecting statistically valuable
eye-tracking data for visual search tasks that are typical in daily life and of great
interest to researchers in robotics and HRI.
The majority of existing datasets is concerned with the analysis of static images
or video sequences. However, it has been shown that the inclusion of depth per-
ception changes human attention behavior [2] and several attempts have been made
to collect eye-tracking data while free-viewing stereo image pairs [3], artificially
created 3D scenes [4], and even real 3D environments [7]. Therefore, we want to
create a dataset in which people perform tasks in real 3D environments. Collecting
such experimental 3D eye-tracking data will strongly benefit the community, and
will show the influence of depth and motion on human perception.
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We aim at producing a pilot dataset with 3D eye-tracking data from three par-
ticipants to check if it is feasible to create a benchmark for saliency algorithms and
computational attention models aimed at solving top-down search tasks.
2 Task Description
In the following we will present two exemplary tasks participants were asked to
perform in our pilot study: a free-viewing and a counting task. We collected eye-
tracking data in real cluttered environments using the Gaze Machine [5].
2.1 Experimental Setup
As a setup for our experiments we chose a cluttered scene, as it offers a variety
of possibilities for bottom-up and top-down search tasks. The selected scene rep-
resented a pile of toys as it can be found in every child’s room. Toys are stacked
together and occluding each other. Therefore, 3D data is essential, because depth
can potentially help to separate items. Our experimental setup consisted of a set of
toys, randomly placed on the table. A white screen was placed in front of the partici-
pant and lifted for a specific amount of time, ensuring a precisely defined duration of
viewing the scene. All questions to participants and their answers were documented.
Additionally, experiments were video taped.
2.2 Free-viewing Task
In this task we studied bottom-up attention. In order to keep participants motivated
the goal was to remember as many details as possible during a limited period of
30 seconds. After the completion of the experiment participants were asked several
questions, to check their performance, such as ’Where can this type of scene be
typically observed?’, ’How many toys are in the scene?’, ’Could you please name
some toys you have seen?’. Points of regard were mapped onto image sequences
for each participant separately to create preliminary fixation distance maps. We ex-
pected participants to be attracted by regions being in contrast with the surrounding,
similar to [6].
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2.3 Counting Task
In this task we studied top-down attention. We asked participants to search for cars in
the scene and count them loudly when they find one. Search patterns were recorded.
The experiment was stopped when a participant reported that all cars found. With
such data it becomes possible to study human behaviour in terms of evaluation of
directed top-down visual attention. We expected participants to sequentially search
the scene from the most attractive region, i.e. saliency region, to the least attractive.
3 Participants
As a pilot study we invited three participants to check the feasibility of our method-
ological approach. All three were male students at the University of Rome, with age
from 27 to 29. All of them had normal or corrected to normal vision.
4 Data Processing
To create a benchmark that can be used by other researchers, a 3D reconstruction
model of the scene was created at first. Points of regard were localized and mapped
onto this reconstruction. However, because of lighting conditions and image blurri-
ness due to participants movements, it was not possible to localize points of regard
on the unified model. Therefore, it was not possible to create hit maps in 3D. These
issues will be addressed in the followed-up main study. Additionally, points of re-
gard were mapped to one of two images in a stereo pair. Fixation distance maps were
created for each frame for each participant. No averaged fixation distance maps were
created at this points.
5 Preliminary Results
No hit maps were created in the pilot study, therefore it is not possible to quan-
titatively compare eye-tracking data with existing models of visual attention. Pre-
liminary results show that attentional models designed to work on static images or
videos fail to predict fixations when they are applied in real world environments.
The results of the free-viewing experiment were qualitatively compared to contrast-
based attentional model described by Itti et al. [6]. Comparison showed that while
contrast-based model predicts fixations on objects popping out from the scene based
on color, human fixations were mostly distributed in areas with multiple tiny objects.
One interesting question here is, whether this behaviour was influenced by the given
task to motivate participants or by the nature of human attention. Potentially, it can
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show that humans are attracted by textured regions. This aspect should be investi-
gated in more details.
Fixation data from counting experiment showed that humans tend to return to
previous fixations. Currently existing models of human visual attention do not as-
sume the possibility to go back and forth between already attended location. Poten-
tially, this finding can indicate that humans tend to verify their visual experience by
examining same regions with interesting objects several times.
In general, the pilot study greatly helped to adjust the setting for the upcoming
studies. Data, obtained from the pilot study can lead to designing an attentional
system comparable to human performance, when depth and orientation in space are
taken into account.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we addressed the issue of creating a benchmark for visual attention
models based on eye-tracking data in realistic 3D environments. As an example a
setup with cluttered toys was created. Participants performed two different tasks:
free-viewing and counting. Pilot study showed that classical contrast-based models
fail to predict human fixations in real 3D environments. Next steps will be to create a
unified 3D reconstructed model of the scene and map fixation points onto this model.
Our future work will also include the design of a general protocol to perform more
experiments on visual search and algorithms to process eye-tracking data.
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